ACTION ITEM TITLE: CPC Not Releasing Intern Data for 2004

BRIEF DESCRIPTION: One student expressed a desire to have current internship data released rather than reference prior years.

DATE REPORTED: 04/14/04

JSA REPRESENTATIVE ASSIGNED: Chewy Redding

RESOLUTION STEPS: Have spoken with Charlotte Linn Stein in the CPC. Student mentioning the issue did not speak with her. Charlotte mentioned that she would be more than happy to speak with anyone related to salary information, but has hesitations about releasing 2004 data to everyone.

Her main reservation about releasing the data is that CPC’s resources are better used for other areas during this time. The online survey does not automatically go to a database. The information submitted must be manually compiled by the CPC. Charlotte feels that CPC personnel would better serve the students at this time by pursuing job leads for students and accommodating companies that wish to post jobs.

She also has some hesitation about the data being incomplete at this point due to an incomplete amount of job acceptances. She mentioned that 5 job acceptances in one week could skew the data from the previous week. Based on the information seen so far, salary offers have not differed from last year’s amounts. She feels very assured that a student using last year’s information to inform a potential employer is reasonable.

I will let the specific student know that Charlotte will be happy to meet with them related to the question posed.

ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTATION:

CASE CLOSED: 04/15/04